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AB ST RA CT
Indroduction: Laparoscopic gallbladder video surgery is considered the gold standard for
cholecystectomy; But it has an ever-increasing
increasing number of iatrogenic lesions of the major
biliary tract. Since in Italy they are about 100,000 a year, it is estimated that there are about
500 iatrogenic
rogenic biliary lesions in the same period (0.5%). This event occurs if the risk is to
be ignored by analyzing the areas where the risk may occur during the clinical
clinical-care
process. The purpose of this study is to study the compli
complications most commonly occurring
during or after laparoscopic cholecystectomy surgery is to identify the causes that
determine the clinical risk and to propose prevention measures.
Materials and methods: From January 2006 to December 2016 at the Department of
Science Surgical Specialist
st Medical II II of AOU Policlinico Catania 2016 were subjected
to laparoscopic 3604 cholecystectomy interventions. In consultation with the business
database and the operative directors of the period indicated our study, Showed that the
complications found were inn n 21 (0.6%) patients. Results N 21 Conversions were
performed, Bleeding n2, biliaren1 collection, major biliary pathway lesions n13, intestinal
lesions n 4. 15 cases had a major biliary pathway injury; 6 of them were readily recognized
at the operative
rative site and solved by laparotomic reconversion: for 4 of them, the repair
procedure provided a reconstruction on Kehr's T-tube,
tube, 2 to which a subsequent stent
positioning was added; In the last case, he opted for the conversion as, without finding the
common liver of liver, a liver-digiunostomy
digiunostomy was performed on Y
Y-Roux's lobe.
Discussion: In our experience, it is noted that the variables that particularly affect the
success of laparoscopic practice were: The operator's experience Being an operator at the
beginning of a surgeon who in the phase immediately after learning training has performed
interventions under 50 Other causes include inefficient instrumentation and the severity of
the clinical case.
Conclusions: The risk factors identified in our study that
hat are responsible for adverse events
are related to general conditions (obesity, hepatopathy, cholecystitis) or surgical procedures
(laparoscopic access) or. Failure to follow simple technical rules during cholecystectomy,
or the absence of intraoperativee cholangiography, which minimizes biliary risk
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INTRODUCTION
Laparoscopic gallbladder video surgery is considered the gold
standard for cholecystectomy; But presents an ever-increasing
ever
number of iatrogenic lesions of the major biliary pathway.
These data, initially attributed to the novelty of the technique,
tend to remain unchanged despite 25 years of the first VLC. It
is calculated that the incidence is about one lesion every 200
VLC [1-2].
2]. Since in Italy they carry about 100,000 a year, it is
estimated that there are about 500 iatrogenic biliary lesions in
the same period (0.5%). The use of open method
cholecystectomy
olecystectomy is reserved for interventions considered to be
*Corresponding author: Graziano Giorgio Maria Paul
University of Catania Italy Dpt Sciences Medical of surgery
and technologies advanted

difficult and / or complex, as in patients with flogic process
leading to anatomical alteration of the biliary tree or in which
adherence makes the laparoscopic approach more difficult; In
the cancer of the gallbladder or in the bile ducts extraepathic.
Clinical risk is understood as a probability that a patient is
victim of an adverse event not due to the disease, but to
medical care provided during the period of stay, resulting in a
prolongation of the disease or a worsen
worsening of the health
conditions [3].
]. Increasing the likelihood that such an event
willl occur will cause the risk to be ignored by analyzing the
areas where the risk may occur during the clinical
clinical-care
process. Knowing and reviewing folders, identifying and
correcting the risk, monitoring the measures taken for
prevention, are the first nece
necessary interventions. (4.5) The
purpose of the present study, through the study, is to analyze
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the complications most frequently occurring during or after
laparoscopic cholecystectomy surgery to identify the causes
of clinical risk and to propose prevention measures.

Table 2 Videolaparoscopic Risk Rates
Operator-,experience
 Beginner-Operator
 Average-Experience-Operator
 a-goodexperienced-operator
Instrumentation
 sufficient
 Goodordisposable
Clinical picture of the patient
 Symptomatic-spasms
 Recurrent-biliary
 Complications of colitis (cholecystitis, empyema and jaundice)

MATERIALS AND METHODS
From January 2006 to December 2016 at the Department of
Science Surgical Specialist Medical II II of AOU Policlinico
Catania 2016 were subjected to laparoscopic 3604
cholecystectomy interventions. In consultation with the
business database and the operative directors of the period
indicated our study, Noted the following: the complications
found were n 21 (0.6%) patients, of whom 15 cases had a
major biliary pathway injury; 6 of them were readily
recognized at the operative site and solved by laparotomic
reconversion: for 4 of them, the repair procedure provided a
reconstruction on Kehr's T-tube, 2 to which a subsequent stent
positioning was added; In the last case, he opted for the
conversion as, without finding the common liver of liver, a
liver-digiunostomy was performed on Y-Roux's lobe. In
another 2 cases, bleeding was the cause of the conversion. In
our case, in a case presented a biliary collection complication.
The bile was infected with the presence of a biliary peritonitis,
which we remember being the most serious complication of a
biliary lesion. In these cases, the best decision was to limit the
peritoneal cavity, if possible through laparoscopic surgery,
and to drain the bile duct externally. Prior to repair, a full
biliary angiographic study was performed fig:1

97%
57%
0.60%
satus
0%
50%
0%
70%
20%

Table 3 Adverse Events and Existing Complications in
General Vascular Anesthesia:
Bleeding
Or within the abdomen
Or abdominal wall thickness on the path of laparoscopic
instruments
Or injury to important blood vessels within the abdomen
Or from coagulatory or hematologic pathologies
Or by the use of anticoagulant or antiaggregating medicines
for pre-existing
cardiocirculation pathologies that increase the risk of
bleeding
Gallbladder Injuries
• bile discharge from the liver and bile ducts
• coledoco residual calculus
• abdominal organs injury
• wound infections
• Acute pancreatitis
• major cardiocirculatory complications
• respiratory failure
• pneumonia acquired
• deep venous thrombosis
• gaseous embolism

10%
70%
0%
10%

10%
60%
20%
10%
1%
2%
3%
1%
1%
1%
1%

DISCUSSION

A)
B)

Contrast from the cystic duct.
Inserting a stent allows the fistula to be resolved

Determined the site and the extent and extent of biliary lesion
and biliary digestion, was more effective in the complete
sections of the primary biliary pathway and was carried out
within and not more than 48 hours after the discovery of the
lesion. Perforations of the loose joints that are readily
recognized.

RESULTS
Table 1 Number of complications in laparoscopic
cholecystectomy during 2006-2016.
Conversions
Bleeding
Biliary-Collection
Major-biliary-pathways
Intestinal-injuries

21
2
1
13
4

Total 21 (0.6%)

The bleeding was from the liver area where the gallbladder
was located, and from abdominal wounds where laparoscopic
instruments were inserted.

In our experience, it is noted that the variables that
particularly affect the success of laparoscopic practice were:
The experience of the operator Being considered an operator
at the onset of a surgeon in the phase immediately following
the learning training; A mid-life practitioner experiences a
surgeon with a personal case of at least 60-70 complicated
interventions; And finally a well-trained surgeon who carried
out a number of personal interventions completed over 150.
(4,5,6) The further variable is the status of the
instrumentation. Which is called Mediocre: a multiinstrumentation where cutting edges do not expose their
effectiveness within the first two approaches with the
anatomical district to be dissected and the maintenance of the
material is performed occasionally; Sufficient: If we consider
the material with a minimum of half-yearly reviews, good : a
disposable material (a term used to refer to all those materials
and tools ready for use, stored in single sterilized and
disposable packages). Another variable is the clinical picture
of the patient. Which also evaluates the comorbidities at the
time of diagnosis. We evaluate the presence of a asintomatic
picture, subsequently a patient with recurrent colic, and
patients with cholecystitis, empiemes or juices. An indicative
risk index indicating the possibility of a safe laparoscopic
approach occurs in the presence of a low incidence of
complications in the presence of a well-experienced operator.
With good instrumentation in asintomatic patients (7, 8, 9,
10). The risk index is in our opinion an important surgical
training value because it requires a judgment of a real
evaluation of the patient's comorbidity, suggesting the
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specialist the most appropriate method. Another important
aspect is injury management, as the remoteness of repair
depends on the first decisions taken when detecting the
complication and the surgeon's experience in dealing with
them; The definitive repair that can become more complex,
the time of care can lengthen and thus increase the medicallegal implications [11,12,13,14]. Sometimes the initial picture
of a iatrogenic lesion is exacerbated by the decision to remedy
the operation of the laparoscopic procedure, which is
indicated only for minor lesions. The conversion becomes
obligatory in the following situations: 1. Difficulty in finding
the Calot triangle, or poor recognition of its elements (time of
identification greater than 20 minutes from the beginning of
the search); Uncontrollable bleeding; Abundant fluid biliary
loss; 4. lesion of the anatomic structures close to the biliary
biliary; In our study, lesion was recognized during
videoparaphysia. With the decision to convert the
intervention; To perform an immediate repair that was due to
various factors such as: the conditions of the operating field,
as a video -laparoscopic cholecystectomy, until then normal,
had fewer problems. The surgeon's competence, which
expired in (15.16.17.18); modification method which, in turn,
depends on the type of injury. Partial lesions, where the
continuity of the primary biliary tract is maintained, can be
repaired with a suture stitch in detachable 4-0 or 5-0
absorbable material protected by a T-tube, whose long branch
extends through A coledocotomy downstream of the lesion;
Complete sections, especially if with loss of substance, need
to be solved with hepatic-digiunostomy [19,20,21,22]; the use
of imaging techniques by performing prior to Conversion of
intraoperative cholangiography; The presence of a bleeding,
the cause and the entity being assessed, since in severe
bleeding conversion becomes necessary. Also in our study
incorrect introduction and / or proper use of the trocar appears
to be the major cause of bleeding (2 cases), an element that
suggests a particular focus on their insertion and placement.
An important aspect, then, consists of accurate information
provided to the patient at the symptomatic level. Iatrogenic
lesions that are not clinically manifest at intraoperative stage
or 24 hours after postoperative hospitalization may be delayed
for several days when presented in a symptomatic plane, the
patient, if not previously informed, tends to underestimate
these signals, considering them to be a normal posture Postoperative and thus delaying a surgical-surgical operation,
greatly increasing the risk of morbidity and mortality.
Therefore. In preoperative surgery, the patient's overall
assessment was of primary importance in order to detect
pathological processes that increase the risk of surgical
complications, integrating the clinical picture with ultrasound
and RNM. Data collected from anamnesis, objective
examination, and image diagnostics have led the choice of
intervention that involves the least possible risk for the
patient. , The fundamental choice is that of the operating
technique, which was based on the ability and experience of
the surgeon and related to the patient's pathological picture.
The choice of the video laparoscopic method has determined
the patient's accurate information on the possibility of an onscreen conversion, not as a mistake on the part of the
practitioner, but as a choice to provide greater patient safety.
(23,24) During surgery, special attention has been paid to the
control of the equipment for video-laparoscopic surgery; The
ability to use disposable material equals the maximum
efficiency value. By approaching the surgical procedure,

particular attention has been paid to the introduction of air
peritoneum and the insertion of trocar, since their incorrect
positioning can also give rise to significant complications.
Before starting the gallbladder dissection, it is fundamental to
find the triangle Of Calot; If it is not located within 20
minutes, you opt for a conversion. Once the Calot triangle is
delimited, the surgeon locates the cystic duct, the biliary and
the vascular structures; In cases of anomalous presentation,
the question arises whether to continue the operation in a
videoaparoscopic method, or if an open reconversion is
required. Same procedure for the detection of important
adherence phenomena. In the case of misinformation, not seen
by previous imaging examinations, the patient underwent
intraoperative cholangiography in order to provide a clearer
anatomical framework. In the case of possible operative
complications, reconversion necessarily presents a higher
chance of successful intervention than a laparoscopic
approach; The surgeon's decision came from A careful
assessment that included the degree of injury, the state of the
operating field, the technical-instrumental repair option, the
general clinical condition of the patient, and, above all, a
sincere analysis of their technical capabilities (25,26,27,28).
Another important aspect is the monitoring and management
of the post-operative course, it is Drainage if placed. The
positioning of the drainage level at the liver lobe if we decide
the attachment was maintained for 24-48 hours, in our
experience so we can also report the minimum leakage within
that timed window, optimal for a better repair result in case
Of complications. Depending on the extent of the leak loss
from bile duct drainage. There can be a history of biliary
lesions occurring with different clinical manifestations in
relation to the degree of bile duct stenosis and the presence or
absence of peritoneal biliary collections. Only one-third of
them occur intraoperatively (as a major biliary duct injury for
the cystic duct), while two-thirds of them occur in the
postoperative period; The accompanying clinical picture
becomes fundamental because it is closely related to the type
of lesion; The clinical signs are jaundice and They were
peritoneal. Ultrasound and especially the RM cholangi are
usually sufficient for proper diagnosis of such lesions
[29,30,31,32]. Endoscopic therapy plays a key role in the
treatment of biliary pathways surgical lesions and represents
the second phase of a diagnostic-therapeutic procedure.
However not dilated, it is best to implant the prosthesis
without prior sphincterotomy, so as to preserve the integrity
of the Oddi sphincter. Even in the case of spreading from the
bed of the gallbladder, when the sphincterotomy is
contraindicated or not indicated, a short prosthesis that holds
the papilla has the same hydrodynamic effect of papillotomy.
The implantation of a prosthesis without sphincterotomy is
simple and has no particular problems (37, 38, 39 40).
Obviously, in the case of a thorax, formed because no
subhepatic drainage has been left, this will have to be drained
per percutaneous echo or TC-guided. Major biliary fistula If
discovered during surgery, lateral lesions of common bile
duct go Treated in the same course with a bilio-biliary or
bilio-digestive anastomosis.
Very often, however, recognition occurs in the immediate
post-operative. In this case endoscopic stenting treatment can
lead to fistula healing in 70-80% of cases (41, 42, 43, 44).
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3.

4.

5.
6.

A b c visualization of biliary lesion and site

Preventing the development of stenosis Isolated stenosis the
traditional treatment of biliary tract stenosis is surgical, with
the reconstruction by liver-digiunostomy on Roux-en-Y. And
surgery is usually proposed only in endoscopy failures
(45,46,47,48) the complete sections of the biliary ducts. These
are lesions that generally require surgical repair. Therefore, if
it is acknowledged during surgery it is imperative that a biliodigestive derivation or bilio-biliary anastomosis is performed.
They are recognized early in the post-ope-Rationale In
selected cases, it is possible to perform a prosthesis treatment
by means of transapillary percutaneous endoscopic rendezvous. (49,50,51,52) These are very sophisticated techniques
that require a great deal of experience and manuality and are
therefore performed only in a few centers of endoscopy
(53,54,)

7.

8.

9.

10.

CONCLUSIONS
The risk factors identified in our study that are responsible for
adverse events are related to general conditions (obesity,
hepatopathy,
cholecystitis)
or
surgical
procedures
(laparoscopic access) or. Failure to comply with simple
technical rules during cholecystectomy or the absence of
intraoperative cholangiography to minimize biliary risk
Conversion of laparoscopic technique to conventional
laparotomy technique should not be considered a
complication but a safety Patient, as when the surgeon feels
he or she wants to undertake open surgery to dominate a
critical or unclear situation from anatomical or pathological
point of view, this evaluation will get the goal of resolving the
lesion by early detection of the lesion or pathology With a
therapeutic approach to surgical injuries. The risk index is, in
our opinion, an important surgical training value because it
requires a judgment of a patient's assessment, suggesting the
specialist the most appropriate method, with the reduction of
the latter being related to a number of factors illustrated
Indicating the necessary corrective procedures for therapeutic
success.
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